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Jfotea anb ?piniorn•. 

" The Son of Man hath not where to lay his head." -That this passage is 
not to be taken in a literal physical sense is evident from what we know as to 

Jesus' circumstances during the years of his public ministry. He probably 
had a home in Capernaum, and he certainly had the necessary means tor 

providing for himself and his disciples in his journeys of preaching here and 
there in Palestine. That the words should refer simply to the fact that his 
mission required him to be constantly going about, instead of having a per- 
manent place of residence, has been regarded as the best explanation at hand 
but not an altogether satisfactory one. Professor Bruce, in the Extositor for 

September, suggests another interpretation of the words of Jesus here which 
invites careful consideration: " When we remember to whom Jesus is speak- 
ing [a scribe, Matt. 8:19, 201], it becomes probable that the saying, "Foxes 
have holes, and the birds of the air have lodging places, but the Son of Man 
hath not where to lay his head," is to be taken parabolically. That is to 
say, it refers to Christ's spiritual situation as one who has no home for his 
soul in the religion of the time, rather than to his physical condition as one at 
the moment without any certain dwelling-place. Though this view suggested 
itself to my mind only recently, I confess that I have always felt a certain 
measure of dissatisfaction with the current conception of our Lord's meaning. 
I have never been able to see any special aptitude of the saying so understood 
to the case of the person addressed, nor have I been able to get rid of the 

feeling, that the word, taken in the literal sense, is not without a certain tone 
of exaggerated sentiment according ill with the known character of Jesus. 
There does not seem to have been any great hardship in the physical aspect 
of the life of our Lord and his disciples, such as might scare away any one 
the least inclined to disciple life. And suppose this aspirant had been 
admitted to the ranks of discipleship, would he not have been one more added 
to the number of followers possessing means sufficient to make the daily life 
of the Jesus-circle not without a due measure of comfort ? On these grounds 
the suggestion that the saying about the foxes and the birds is to be inter- 

preted parabolically came to my mind as a relief. Looked at in this light, it 
is seen to be very true and very apposite. How thoroughly true that Jesus 
was spiritually an alien, without a home in the religion of the time. Recall 
all that quite probably had happened before this incident took place: the 
charge of blasphemy in connection with the healing of the palsied man; the 
offense taken at the festive meeting with the publicans, and the scandalous 
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charges that grew out of that event; the numerous conflicts respecting 
Sabbath-keeping, fasting, ritual ablutions, and the like; the infamous sugges- 
tion that the cure of demoniacs was wrought by the aid of Beelzebub; and 
so on. If the whole, or even a part, of these experiences lay behind him 
when he uttered this word, with what truth and pathos Jesus might say, ' The 
foxes and the birds of the air are better off than I am, so far as a home for the 
soul is concerned.' Then with what point and pungency he might say this to 
a scribe! For was it not the class the aspirant belonged to that made him 
homeless? Whether viewed as an excuse for reluctance to receive him as a 

disciple, or as a summons to deliberate consideration of what was involved in 
the step he was proposing to take, the word was altogether seasonable. In 
the one case it meant,' You need not wonder if I give not a prompt, warm 
welcome to you, remembering all that has passed between me and the class 
you belong to.' In the other case it means, 'Consider how it is with me. I am 
a religious outlaw - suspected, hated ; a fugitive from those who seek my 
life. Are you really able to break with your class in opinion, feeling, and 
interest, and to bear the obloquy and ill-will that will inevitably come upon 
you as my disciple?' " 

ANGEL, BY MELOZZO DA FORLI 
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